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TOOLS AND SUPPLIES NEEDED 

PREPARATION 
Remove cabinet from carton and remove bag of hardware from cabinet if not 

already factory installed.  

 
FIRST 

Determine Cabinet Location 

Determine height location by considering alignment of this cabinet’s top or 

bottom with the top or bottom of other cabinets near it and by holding 

cabinet up to wall to determine height needed for individuals that will be 

using the cabinet.   

 

Using a level, attach a temporary cleat using finish nails.  (These nail holes 

may require patching after removal.)  Mark on wall the left and right edges 

of cabinet.  Attaching the temporary cleat may not be necessary if you have 

a second person to hold cabinet in place. 
 

SECOND 
Locate and Drill Holes  

Note:  Cabinet should be attached to at least one (1) stud. 
 

Locate at least one wall stud and transfer placement to mounting strip, 

evenly locate a second mounting hole on mounting strip or have your 

assistant hold cabinet in place.  Pre-drill stud mount holes in mounting 

bracket and through cabinet back using 3/32” drill bit. 

 

Place cabinet in position above the temporary wall cleat and drill 3/32” pilot 

holes in mounting bracket. 

 

Remove cabinet and drill a 3/16” hole in wall for those general (Non-stud) 

screw locations that are to be attached using plastic anchors.  Insert plastic 

anchors. 

 

THIRD 
Mount to Wall with Screws (Provided) 

Place cabinet in position above the temporary wall cleat and screw in the #8 

screws provided using a Phillips screwdriver (see Figure 2).  If the wall is 

uneven such that the cabinet does not lie flat against the wall, shims (cedar 

shingles or other thin wood) may be required between the wall and cabinet at 

the screw locations so that the doors will look aligned and work properly.  

Remove temporary wall cleat if one was used. 

 

Notes: 

1. Masonry walls require lead anchors to be set. 

2. To drill ceramic tile, first score the tile surface gently 

with a hammer and center punch or nail.  Use a tungsten

-carbide masonry drill only.  To avoid breaking the tile, 

do not force the drill—allow it to cut through. 

 

 

FOURTH 
Adjust Adjustable Shelves and Install Door Knobs/Pulls 

Choose location of adjustable shelves and insert a plastic support into each 

hole at all four corners of shelf.  Insert shelf into the 4 shelf clips.     

 

Install cabinet door knobs/pull(s) using the screws provided if not 

already factory installed.  
 
 

Hammer   

Level 

Phillips Screwdriver 

Tape Measure/Yardstick 

 Powered Drill and 3/32” and 

3/16” Drill Bits 

A few #4 or #6 Finish Nails 

Assistance by a second  

    person may be needed 


